ABSTRACT Large number of outlier detection methods have emerged in recent years due to their importance in many real-world applications. The graph-based methods, which can effectively capture the inter-dependencies of related objects, is one of the most powerful methods in this area. However, most of the graph-based methods ignore the local information around each node, which leads to a high false-positive rate for outlier detection. In this study, we present a new outlier detection model, which combines the graph representation with the local information around each object to construct a local information graph, and calculates the outlier score by performing a random walk process on the graph. Local information graph is constructed to capture the asymmetric inter-dependencies relationship between various types of data objects. Based on two different types of restart vectors to solve the dangling link problem, we propose two distinct algorithms for outlier detection. Experiments on synthetic datasets indicate that the proposed algorithms could efficiently distinguish outlier objects in different distributed datasets. Furthermore, the results on a number of real-world datasets also show that our approaches outperform the state-of-the-art outlier detection methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Outlier detection, also known as anomaly detection is one of the most commonly applied data mining technologies, which aim to automatically discover rare hidden patterns in the dataset. A widely accepted definition about outlier is from Hawkins [1] An outlier is an observation which deviates so much from the other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism. For a conventional machine learning task, existence of outliers in the training dataset will severely affect the outputs of relevant models (i.e. they can bring a significant impact on the mean and variance of the data distribution, causing the models that depend on these measures fail to work properly). Thus, to detect and remove outliers from the training dataset before starting the learning task is full of importance. On the contrary, outliers represented by the missing values in sensor-based applications are common in reality, to effectively analyze the characteristics of these outliers and to handle them reasonably is a key problem to the success of the application [2] - [4] . In addition, for a large proportion of real-world applications, outliers represent some rare but high-value events (e.g. illegal purchases by using a lost credit card, a fraudulent insurance claim etc.), the quest to effectively detect them increasingly draws interests from researchers in related fields. In many areas, outlier detection methods have been adopted to solve some specific problems, such as credit card fraud detection [5] , [6] , health care fraud detection [7] , [8] , discovering of suspicious activities in the audit logs [9] , [10] , finding malicious manipulating activities in the financial market [11] - [14] , revealing fake follower buyers in social networks [15] , [16] . Ground truth outliers in these areas are often extremely rare, causing a severe class imbalance problem, under this circumstance, outlier detection becomes the preferred solution to solve these problems.
Owing to lacking of outlier labels is ubiquitous in many applications, unsupervised methods have become the mainstream in the field of outlier detection. Unsupervised outlier detection method usually calculates an outlier score for each object, which represents the outlier-ness of the corresponding object. Then a top-n schema is FIGURE 1. Global outlier point A is far from the rest of the points in the dataset, while B is relative close to the nearby cluster, however, its distance to the neighbors is still large compared with the distance between the points within the cluster, which makes it a local outlier.
utilized to rank the entire dataset according to the outlier score.
Technically, there usually exists two different types of outliers: the global outliers and the local outliers which are also known as contextual outliers. Global outliers imply those objects with significant differences from most of the other objects in the datasets (like the object A in Fig.1 ), and in most real life cases, those outliers are vulnerable to be detected by various models. As a comparison, local outliers involve a group of objects which behave pretty normal from the global view, yet still impressively different from their neighbors (object B in Fig.1 ). Without loss of generality, the whole dataset can be seen as the local information of a global outlier. Compared with the global outliers that are easy to be detected, local outliers implicit in the dataset tend to provide more information, and are therefore more valuable. Consequently, methods with capability to detect local outliers are more preferable.
A. RELATED WORK
At present, among all unsupervised outlier detection methods, density-based algorithms represented by LOF have been widely accepted by the researchers because their ability to effectively detect local outliers by using the local information around each object. Representative algorithms under this schema are presented as following:
LOF [17] , notably as one of the most distinguished algorithms, utilizes k-nearest neighbors around an object to define its local information, and then a local reachability density (LRD) is calculated based on the local information. The LOF score of an object i is defined as the average ratio of LRD(i) and those in i s neighborhood. Under this formulation, LOF is capable of capturing local outliers that are adjacent to a cluster. It is currently still one of the most outstanding algorithms in this field.
LOF may fail to capture an outlier object when it is close to a sparsely distributed inlier cluster. COF [18] is proposed to solve this problem. It defines an average chain distance (ac-dist) to replace the local density estimation in the LOF, then the COF score of object i is defined as the average ratio of object i's ac-dist and those in i's neighborhood.
INFLO [19] extends the neighborhood definition of LOF by using the union of kNN set and the reverse kNN set. LDF [20] employed a kernel density function to replace the local density estimation of LOF. RDOS [21] extended the neighborhood definition of INFLO with shared neighbors to determine the local information of a given object. Besides, a kernel density estimation is applied to calculate the local density.
Lately, graph-based approaches receive more and more attention as they excel at capturing the long-term associations implicit in the data [22] . Two representative methods in this category are introduced as following:
OutRank [23] , [24] constructs a fully connected undirected graph from the original data, then applies a Markov random walk process on the graph. The stationary distribution of the random walk is directly used as outlier scores. The outlier score of OutRank algorithm could be seen as a visiting probability of the random walk process. The smaller score an object gains, indicates it has less opportunity to be visited by the random walker, hence, it is more likely to be an outlier.
HCOD [25] combines together the global and local outlier definitions by using different contexts when deciding the outlierness of an object. Subsequently, Fiedler vector of the transition matrix is computed to partition the graph into two different subgraphs, which are then used by the random walk process to calculate the outlier scores. For each object, the HCOD algorithm gives a list of outlier scores and their corresponding contexts (subgraphs), then the minimum score is selected as the final outlier score for the object.
B. MOTIVATION
Methods using local information focus on the specific context around each data object, whereas ignore the internal connections that may exist in the entire dataset. On the other hand, graph-based models emphasis on the structure of the whole or parts of the dataset, yet pay little attention to local information around each node, thus leading to a high false positive rate [26] . The motivation of this study is to inherit the merits existing in previous studies, and consider to propose a new outlier detection model combining the local information around each object with the graph representation which could efficiently characterize the implicit connections within the datasets.
C. CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, we introduce a novel graph based outlier detection model, which utilizes the structure around a specific object as well as its own outlier-ness to calculate outlier score. A weighted directed graph named local information graph is established by using the neighborhood information around each object, which helps to capture the inter-dependencies of related objects, and then we apply a Markov random walk process on the predefined graph. Furthermore, following the assumption that potential outliers should gain more weight, two different types of restart vectors are proposed to tackle the dangling-link problem caused by isolated nodes in the local information graph. With an iterative approach, the stationary distribution is calculated as outlier scores for each object after the stochastic process reaches equilibrium. In summary, we have four major contributions in this paper:
1) We design a local information graph aiming to capture the differences and interdependencies of various types of data objects. The weighted directed graph can be later utilized by a random walk process to effectively distinguish potential outlier and inlier objects. 2) Under the consideration that potential outlier objects should get more weight to be visited, two different types of restart vectors have been proposed to solve the dangling link problem. 3) Extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets were conducted. According to ROC analysis, results from our experiments show that the proposed approaches outperform state-of-the-art approaches. 4) We analyze the stability of the proposed algorithm, and the results indicate that our algorithm is not sensitive to the random sampling process. Furthermore, we also probe into the reason behind the phenomenon that the performance of the proposed method is affected by different settings of the outlier ratio coupling with parameter k. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the preliminaries. Local Information Graph based Random Walk (LIGRW) model is presented in section 3. Outlier detection algorithms equipped with LIGRW model are proposed in section 4. Section 5 discuses our experiments and evaluations. In the final section, we present our conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the detail of Markov random walk process. Markov random walk describes the sequence of nodes (states) visited by a random walker on a specific graph, and the movements of the random walker form a Markov chain [27] . This process can be represented by a transition probability matrix (transition matrix) P, in which p (t) ij denotes the probability that a random walker move from node j to i at time t.
In the Markov random walk, transition probability to the next step only relies on the current state and keeps invariant across the whole process. That is to say,
In the following sections, p ij is directly used to represent the transition probability of moving from node j to i for the random walker.
Assume we have a dataset with n objects, where each data object is a d-dimensional vector, denoted by X =
Let sim(x i , x j ) denote the similarity between objects i and j. Then a similarity matrix W is formulated as:
Matrix W represents a fully connected graph, W (i, j) denotes the weight between node i and j. This graph can be used to describe a random walk process. Transition probability to the next step depends on the weights of edges connected with the current node. The transition probability matrix P can be computed by normalizing the similarity matrix W by column.
where D is a diagonal matrix, in which i-th element in the diagonal is equal to the sum of i-th column of W .
The long range trend of a regular Markov chain is known as its equilibrium or stationary distribution, which could be used to describe the visiting probability for each object of the random walk process [28] . The equilibrium probability distribution vector (also known as stationary distribution or fixed distribution) π for random walk can be formulated as:
where π is a column vector, and P denotes the transition matrix of the random walk. Since the graph is fully connected, each entry in its adjacent matrix is greater than zero. This makes the adjacent matrix (W) regular, which in turn denotes that the corresponding Markov chain is regular. Therefore, there exists a unique stationary distribution vector for the random walk, regardless of an initial distribution [29] .
The stationary distribution vector can be estimated by the Power Iteration method formulated as: (6) where π 0 can be initialized as a random probability vector,
Each element π(i) in the stationary probability distribution satisfies π(i) > 0 and π = 1. Thus π(i) can be used to represent the visiting probability of node i after the process reaches equilibrium.
Since the graph aforementioned is fully connected, the random walk process defined on it can be taken as a global random walk. Values in the stationary distribution vector can be taken as global visiting probabilities of related objects [25] .
III. LIGRW MODEL
In this section, we present a Local Information Graph based Random Walk (LIGRW) model. The model will be employed to design the outlier detection algorithm, which will be discussed in the following section. The core idea of LIGRW model is to utilize the local information graph to deduce the VOLUME 6, 2018 transition probability matrix for the random walk. To solve the dangling link problem, in the model, we induce two different types of restart vectors based on the consideration that potential outlier objects should get more weight to be visited.
A. LOCAL INFORMATION GRAPH
Local Information Graph is a weighted directed graph, in which each node represents a data object. Weight on the edge depends on the similarity of the two related data objects.
Let sim k (i) denote the similarity between object i and its k-th most similar object, and sim(i, j) represents the similarity between objects i and j.
Definition 1: K-Local Similar: if the similarity between object j and i is greater than or equal to sim k (i), then object j is k-local similar with i.
It is worth mentioning that k-local similarity is asymmetric. Object j is k-local similar with object i (sim(j, i) ≥ sim k (i)) does not ensure that object i is k-local similar with object j (sim(i, j) ≥ sim k (j)). Outlier object which is far away from most of the inlier objects, is k-local similar with some inlier objects that are relatively close to it. Whereas, inlier objects are more likely to be k-local similar with some other inlier objects that are in a closer proximity from them. This asymmetric relationship can help to capture the differences in various types of data objects.
Definition 2: K-Local Neighbors: the k-local neighbors of object i is defined as a collection of objects, which are k-local similar with i. kLN(i)
where kLN(i) denotes the k-local neighbors of object i and X is the whole dataset. The local information graph is constructed under the principle that if and only if object j belongs to the k-local neighbors of i, there exists a directed edge from node j to i in the graph. Incoming edges of node i in local information graph are consisted of a set of edges that connect node i and nodes related to the k-local neighbors of object i. The local information graph can be represented by a similarity matrix W LIG . A zero-one matrix N is defined to help calculate the similarity matrix W LIG , which is defined as follows:
According to its definition, if the k-local neighbors of object i contains j, entry N (i, j) in the zero-one matrix is equal to 1. Thus, the similarity matrix W LIG which represents the local information graph can be calculated as:
where the operator • denotes the Hadamard product and matrix W contains the similarities between each object in the dataset.
The Hadamard product of two matrices with same dimensions is equal to the entry-wise product of the two matrices [30] .
Following the definition of local information graph, outlier object may have some inlier objects in its k-local neighborhood. While for most inlier objects, their k-local neighbors only consists of inlier objects. For the similarity matrix W LIG , nonzero entries in the i-th row denotes the k-local neighbors of object i, while their counterparts in the i-th column represent objects which take i as their k-local neighbors.
B. RESTART VECTOR
There may exist some columns full of zero-entries (except the diagonal) in the similarity matrix W LIG , which represent some isolated nodes that have no outgoing edges in the local information graph. There is no chance for a random walker to transit to the other nodes after it reaches an isolated node. This is the so-called Dangling Link Problem [31] , which makes the model to terminate early before reaching equilibrium, thus failing to capture the intrinsic distribution of the dataset. One solution to resolve this problem is to add a restart vector to the model [32] . With a restart vector, at each step the random walker could randomly choose a node either from the restart vector or from the nodes linked by the outgoing edges of the current node. It provides the random walker a chance to escape from the isolated node in the local information graph.
Our principle to establish the restart vector is to assign more weight to potential outlier objects. Under this idea, potential outlier objects will have more chance to be visited when the restart vector is used, and will achieve higher outlier scores generated from the stationary probability distribution vector.
Another trick to establish the restart vector is to make each entry in the restart vector greater than zero. This will ensure that each node in the local information graph have a chance to be selected by the restart process, besides avoiding the introduction of new isolated nodes to the model.
In this section, we propose two distinct methods to construct the restart vector.
The first method involves a global analysis over the entire dataset. As mentioned before, the stationary distribution of the global random walk process, denoted by π g , can be taken as the global visiting probability of a random walk process on the whole dataset. This makes it the most natural choice for constructing the restart vector. A potential global outlier object will be assigned a relative smaller probability than the inlier object in π g .
Thus negative value of the vector π g is utilized to ensure that value of the outlier object is greater than inlier object. Then we scale the vector to new range of [a,b] where 0 < a < b, and normalized it to ensure that the sum of the vector is equal to 1. In this study, parameter a and b are set to 1 and 10, respectively. Let θ = −1× π g , the Global Restart Vector r g is calculated as follows:
where each entry in g min represent the minimum value of vector θ, and vector A = (a, · · · , a) has a same dimension with θ.
The second method considers the similarity between object i and the second most similar data object of i, denoted by sim 2 (i), since the most similar data object to i is itself. For outlier object that has a considerable distance from a set of comparatively densely distributed inlier objects, the sim 2 value is relatively small compared with the inlier object.
where sim 2 (i) denotes the similarity between data object i and its most similar neighbor (excluding itself). Let θ = −1 × s, from a different angle of view, we could define the Local Restart Vector r l as:
where each entry in l min represent the minimum value of vector θ.
Regardless of which restart vector is used, a potential outlier object will be assigned more weight than the inlier objects, offering it a higher probability to be visited by the random walker.
C. LOCAL INFORMATION GRAPH BASED RANDOM WALK MODEL
The local information graph can be used to deduce a transition probability matrix, which directly conducts the movements of the random walker, and it is defined as following:
where W LIG is the similarity matrix of the local information graph and D is a diagonal matrix in which
Transition matrix P LIG is equivalent to the normalization of matrix W LIG , which can be seen as the adjacent matrix of the local information graph. It is notable that transition matrix P LIG is also asymmetric. As a result, the sum of each column equal to 1 whereas the sum of each row is not necessarily equals to 1.
In our LIGRW model, the movements of the random walker is constrained by the following assumption: transition probability for the random walker on a specific node i only relies on weights of the outgoing edges of node i, which refer FIGURE 2. Local information graph constructed by using k=2, the dashed circles indicate the k-local neighborhood of the corresponding object. When the random walker is currently at node B, it has a probability to jump to the inlier objects B, C , D, as well as the outlier object A. On the contrary, when it is at node A, it will jump to itself.
to the edges between i and nodes that take object i as their k-local neighbors.
According to the above assumption, the transition probability of the random walker is equal to the i-th column of matrix P LIG when it reaches node i. In most instances, this guarantees that normal objects will only be visited after the random walker has visited a normal object. However, the current normal state does not promise that the state in next step will also be normal, that is because there may exists some outlier objects that would take the current normal object as one of its k-local neighbors.
We provide an example to illustrate the above idea. As shown in Fig. 2 , parameter k is set to 2, inlier objects B as well as A itself lie in the k-local neighborhood of outlier object A. Conversely, the inlier object B's k-local neighbors contain the inlier objects B, C, D. For outlier object A, there is no one else considered it as their k-local neighbors, in this way, when the random walker reaches A, it could only jump to itself in the next step. Whereas if the random walker is at node B, it will move to the inlier object B, C, D, as well as the outlier object A following to the probability specified by the corresponding column of transition matrix P LIG .
Visiting probability for outlier objects (like A) will increase monotonically as the random walk continues, while it will decrease for the normal objects (B etc.). Finally when the Markov random walk process reaches equilibrium, there will be a considerable difference between the outlier and inlier objects in the stationary probability distribution vector. This is the essence of our model.
The restart vector discussed in the previous subsection is added to the model, which is used to solve the dangling link problem. The overall LIGRW model can be formalized as: (15) where α is a damping factor indicates the probability that random walk process will choose a state from the restart vector, typically set to 0.15, r is the restart vector, µ (0) is the initial distribution, which could be initialized as a random probability vector.
Using an iterative algorithm, the stationary distribution of the random walk on local information graph can be calculated. The corresponding value in the stationary probability vector is then used as outlier score for each object.
IV. ALGORITHM
The similarity matrix W LIG and transition probability matrix P LIG are calculated from the original dataset, which represent the local information graph. Based on the distinct restart vectors, we proposed two different algorithms: Local Information Graph based Random Walk using Global Restart vector (LIGRW-GR) and Local Information Graph based Random Walk using Local Restart vector (LIGRW-LR) to calculate outlier score.
In algorithm 1, the original dataset X ∈ R N ×d as well as the neighborhood size k and the damping factor α which as default set to 0.15 are used as input to the algorithm.
In this study, heat kernel is employed to calculate the similarity between two objects, which is formulated as:
where δ is the bandwidth of the kernel and · 2 denotes the L 2 norm. The bandwidth of the heat kernel is estimated in the first line using the following rule-of-thumb suggested by [33] :
where V is a subset random sampling from the original dataset.
In this algorithm, we conduct two Markov random walk process for different purpose. The first process is conducted on a fully connected graph built from the entire dataset, which is called the global random walk. The stationary probability distribution is then used to deduce the global restart vector. Local information graph is used by the second Markov random walk, which is represented by the local transition matrix P LIG . After the second process converges, its stationary distribution is then used as the outlier score vector for each object.
Within the algorithm, vector π g and µ is initialized as a random probability vector (denoted by v), which satisfies 0 < v(i) < 1 and i v(i) = 1. As it is explained in the
Algorithm 1 LIGRW-GR Algorithm
Input: Dataset X ∈ R N ×d , k, α default set to 0.15. Output: µ ∈ R N : a vector contains outlier scores for each object.
// calculate the global restart vector 1: P g ← compute global transition matrix using (4) 2: π g ← a random probability vector 3: while not converged do 4: π g ← P g · π g P g · π g 1 5: end while 6: r g ← taking π g into (10) // calculate outlier score vector 7: P LIG ← compute transition matrix of local information graph using (13) 8: µ ← a random probability vector 9: while not converged do 10 :
µ ← π π 1 12: end while 13: return µ
Algorithm 2 LIGRW-LR Algorithm
// calculate the local restart vector 1: W LIG ← compute local similarity matrix using (9) 2: W sLIG ← sort each row of W LIG 3: s ← select the second column of W sLIG 4: r l ← taking s into (12) // calculate outlier score vector 5: P LIG ← compute transition matrix of W LIG using (13) 6: µ ← random probability vector 7: while not converged do 8: π ← α · r l + (1 − α) · P LIG · µ In algorithm 2, the restart vector of the LIGRW model is deduced from the local information around each data object. The similarity between a specific object and its most similar neighbor object (excluding itself) is used to generate the local restart vector.
First, we calculate the similarity matrix of the local information graph. Then each row of the similarity matrix is sorted FIGURE 3. Applying the LIGRW-GR algorithm on the dataset provided in Fig 2. 3(a) shows the global random walk process which is utilized to calculate the global restart vector. 3(b) shows the random walk process on the local information graph to calculate the final outlier scores. 3(c) demonstrates the final outlier score for the selected objects, the yellow bar represents the score for outlier object. After the local restart vector is computed, algorithm 2 combines it with the random walk on the local information graph, then calculate its stationary distribution as the outlier score vector, which is similar to algorithm 1.
A. TIME COMPLEXITY
Both of the proposed algorithms calculate the similarities between each object, which has O(N 2 ) complexity. Using Power Iteration to calculate the stationary distribution also has O(N 2 ) complexity. In summary, both of the proposed algorithms have O(N 2 ) complexity.
B. CASE STUDY OF THE ALGORITHM
We provide an example to demonstrate the LIGRW-GR algorithm in detail, which employed the dataset illustrated in Fig. 2. Object B, C, D as well as the other six objects evenly distributed in the range of [1, 3] in both of x and y axis are taken as inliers. Object A with coordinates (7,7) which is far from these inliers is treated as an outlier.
For algorithm LIGRW-GR, we firstly conduct the global random walk to deduce the corresponding restart vector. The iteration process is shown in Fig. 3(a) . From the figure, we can see that, the scores for object A, B, C and D are converge to the value of [0.054, 0.304, 0.345, 0.345] respectively. These scores are then used to calculate the restart vector by Line 6 in algorithm 1.
After the restart vector is obtained, each element in vector µ is initialized with the value 0.1, which can be seen in the start points for each object in Fig. 3(b) . As the random walk process continues, the score for outlier object A increases, meanwhile it shows a downward trend for the inlier objects B, C and D. When the process reaches equilibrium, there has a clear distinction for the scores between outlier and inlier objects (Fig. 3(c) ).
In this particular problem, the outlier and inlier objects can also distinguished by directly applying the global random walk process. However, there is a larger gap between outlier and inlier objects for the scores assigned by the proposed algorithm comparing with the global random walk. Full comparisons between the two proposed algorithms and the other state-of-art algorithms are shown in the next section.
V. EMPIRICAL STUDY AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will give a comprehensive study of the proposed methods. Firstly, an experiment that aims to show the ability of detecting global and local outliers is conducted. Then, results on different shaped synthetic datasets show that our algorithms can adapt to differently distributed data. Further more, we conduct experiments on ten real-world datasets to compare our algorithms against five other methods. Lastly, we analyze the relationships between parameters and performance of the proposed algorithms.
A. RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC DATASETS 1) DETECTING GLOBAL AND LOCAL OUTLIERS
A synthetic dataset that contains different density areas is constructed to show global and local outliers. It includes VOLUME 6, 2018 a circular sparse cluster with 200 points and a square dense cluster which contains 1000 points, centered at (2,5) and (6,1) respectively. Object A which is far away from both of the two clusters is obviously a global outlier, while object B close to the dense cluster is considered as a local outlier. The distribution of the dataset is shown in Fig. 1 .
We apply the proposed algorithms on this dataset and calculate outlier score for each object using parameter k = 15. The top n = 5 objects with largest outlier scores are shown in Table 1 and 2. The difference between true outlier samples and inlier samples is rather large, which indicates that both of the proposed algorithms could efficiently capture global and local outliers. 
2) DETECTING OUTLIER ON DATASETS WITH DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTIONS
To further study the algorithm's adaptability on different data distributions, we construct 3 other synthetic datasets including a cosine wave dataset, a circle-shaped dataset and a moon-shaped dataset. All results from both algorithms on the three datasets are shown in Fig. 4 .
True outliers and inliers in the dataset are denoted by dots and stars respectively. We use different colors to represent the outlier score of the corresponding objects. From Fig. 4 , we can see that most true outlier samples were assigned larger scores by both of the proposed algorithms, which are marked by the color of yellow or red. This indicates that our algorithm can adapt to datasets with different distribution.
B. RESULTS ON REAL-WORLD DATASETS 1) DATA DESCRIPTION
We also conduct experiments on ten real-world datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [34] . For most of the datasets, samples from minor class(es) are selected to be outliers, and the characteristics of all datasets are given in Table 3 . We used a normalization process to scale each VOLUME 6, 2018 individual feature to a range of [0, 1] . Meanwhile duplicate samples and those contain missing values were discarded. The detail data pre-processing refers to [35] . Outlier label information is not used to improve the performance of our model, but only utilized to evaluate the results.
2) MEASUREMENT
One challenging task in the field of outlier detection is the rigorous class imbalance, for a large proportion of realworld applications there has little ground truth outlier objects compared with the majority normal objects. This makes the traditional metrics such as precision and accuracy worthless when comparing the performance of the related algorithms. The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve has been widely used in this domain, since it is able to capture the trade-off between true positive rate and false alarm rate. Area Under the Curve (AUC) calculates the area under the ROC curve. The AUC value ranges from 0 to 1. Particularly, a flawless model will get a near 1 AUC score, while the score for a random model will be equal to 0.5. A model is more preferable when it is assigned with a relative large AUC score. In the following section, we use ROC AUC to compare the proposed algorithms against five other methods. 
3) RESULT COMPARISON ON REAL-WORLD DATASET
In this section, we compare the proposed two algorithms with five other techniques which use either local information or random walk process to decide the outlier score. LOF, INFLO and RDOS use the relative ratio of the mean neighborhood density and the local density around a specific object to calculate the outlier score. OutRank uses random walk process on a graph built from the entire dataset, then the stationary distribution is directly used as the outlier score. While HCOD iteratively generate contexts for local information by splitting the graph using Fiedler eigenvector, then compute the ratio of the absolute value of Fiedler vector and its sum as the contextual outlier score.
For LOF, INFLO, RDOS and LIGRW, outlier scores will vary dramatically as the neighborhood size k changes. The ROC AUC score is computed for a set of values range from 2 to 100 to compare the performance completely. For the sake of comparison, AUC scores from OutRank and HCOD, which does not need a parameter to indicate the neighborhood size, will be used for all k settings.
Best AUC performance of each algorithm on all datasets are given in Table 4 . On the best AUC measurement, the proposed algorithms outperform the other algorithms on 9 of the 10 real-world datasets.
C. ANALYSIS 1) COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE USING VARIOUS K VALUES
To fully understand the performance of the proposed algorithm, we present complete comparisons of all results from each algorithm using various k values on all datasets. Figs. 5 and 6 show complete AUC comparison of all algorithms using different k values on the first 4 datasets and last 6 datasets respectively.
From Fig. 5 and 6 one can see that, our proposed algorithms exhibit better performance than other algorithms for almost all k values on the datasets of WPBC, HeartDisease, Pima, BreastCancerDiagnostic and Waveform. On Stamps, Cardiotocography, Hepatitis and Glass, our algorithms show excellent performance for a range of k values. It is worth mentioning that, our algorithms demonstrate huge improvements over its counterparts on the BreastCancerDiagnostic and Waveform dataset.
It is also notable that, the performance of nearly all algorithms decrease dramatically on Hepatitis when k is larger than 67, except that of OutRank and HCOD, which does not utilize the neighborhood information. The reason is that the number of inlier objects in this dataset is 67. When parameter k is set to values larger than 67, algorithms failed to capture the differences between inlier and outlier objects, leading to a decrease of the performance.
2) IMPACT OF RANDOM SAMPLING TO ESTIMATE THE BANDWIDTH
The proposed algorithm employs a random sampling strategy to estimate the bandwidth when calculating the similarities of related objects. In this section we conduct several tests to demonstrate the stability of the proposed algorithm. Without loss of generality, a number of datasets (WPBC, Pima, Arrhythmia, Cardiotocography, Waveform and Cosine) are selected, on which we run the proposed algorithm 10 times using a sequence of k values separately. Mean and standard deviation of AUC for different k settings are shown in Table 5 . The result indicates that our proposed algorithm is not sensitive to the random sampling process.
3) IMPACT OF OUTLIER RATIO
To further understand the adaptability of the proposed algorithm on datasets with different outlier ratios, we conduct extra experiments on over 12000 variant datasets, which are randomly sampled from three selected real-world datasets. All of the three datasets contains a relative large number of outliers. For each dataset, we randomly sampled ρ percentage of the outlier objects in the dataset, and combine these samples with all of the inlier data objects within the dataset to construct a variant. The specific characteristics of the variant datasets are shown in Table 6 . For each variant, we performed 1000 times random sampling to construct 1000 different datasets except for the case when ρ equals to 100, which contains all of the outlier objects in the dataset. The proposed LIGRW-GR algorithm is utilized to calculate the ROC AUC scores with parameter k setting by 10, 50 and 100 separately. The average results are shown in Fig. 7 .
From the results, we can see that as the proportion of outliers in the dataset increases, the performance of the algorithm will decrease more or less, which is especially noticeable when the k is set to a small value.
The increase of outlier objects in the dataset may lead to a formation of clusters between outliers. When the outlier objects increases, and k is assigned with a small value, the number of edges directed from inlier objects to an outlier object may decrease, because some of the other outlier objects nearby will be selected as its' k-local neighbors. This may reduces the probability that random walker jumps from inlier node to outlier node, making the target outlier hardly to get the desired score.
On the other hand, from the figure we could also observe that when k is large, the impact of outlier ratio on the algorithm results is less obvious. The reason for this is that even if clusters are formed between outlier objects, with k set to a large value, there still exists edges which connect inliers and outliers, and ensure that the random walker could jump from the inlier node to the outlier one. Thus, scores for these outlier objects will be increasing normally as well, making the overall performance of the algorithm would not suffer too much degradation.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the local information graph, in this paper we present a new outlier detection model using random walk process. In the model, a transition probability matrix is deduced from the local information graph, which is later utilized by a random walk process to effectively distinguish potential outlier and inlier objects. Furthermore, two different algorithms with distinct restart vectors were designed to implement the proposed model.
Extensive experiments were conducted on both artificial and real-world datasets. Our approaches showed significant performance improvement over state-of-the-art algorithms on certain datasets. However, like most of the proximitybased algorithms, the k parameter in the algorithm still relies heavily on domain knowledge thus raising a question on how to overcome this peculiar problem and develop new algorithm(s) which could automatically decide the value of k according to the distribution of the dataset is worth considering. Besides, we found that convergence speed is related to parameter α. Further studies on choosing this parameter to accelerate the algorithm while maintaining the performance is worth studying. 
